The surface to volume ratio is the reason also for a quick exchange of heat for micro components. The large surface facilitates heat exchange while the small volume results in a small heat capacity. The flow of heat, fluids, and electrical current is scaled down when the dimensions are reduced, because the cross-section is diminished with s f −2 while the length is reduced by s f −1 only. This shows that micro technique is more than just a reduction of dimensions but new concepts and new design principles are required.
This becomes especially clear when the scaling down of forces is investigated. All forces which act on the surface of objects become larger in comparison to forces acting on the volume or mass. Therefore, electrostatic force, piezo-electric force, capillary force, and friction are of more importance in micro technique than gravity, inertia, and magnetism which govern the macroscopic world.
The principal interrelationships which change the nature of things when their overall size is altered are called the scaling laws. They apply not only to effects and forces but to entire sensors and actuators as described in this book. The scaling laws are the reason why it was necessary to write this book which describes the distinguished designs required in micro technique. 
